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PROBLEM

Early detection and 
classification of plant diseases.
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Approach to the problem

Taking into consideration datasets 
given and those found 

independently, team decided to 
concentrate on the leafs 

and its condition to determine 
whether plant is in good 

conditation or alert farmer about 
early stage of a disease.



STEP 02

STEP 01

STEP 03
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Trained model
Team was able to collect 105k of data
(this is about 2.6 GB) to train model in 
most sufficient way in short period of 
time.

Collecting data

Categorise
collected data

Train model

Results
achieved

FINAL
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… in 51 classes

Almost 105k of 
datapoints…

Accuracy of 95.42 %
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Everything is about learning as nothing is perfect at the very beginning
More time model has, the better.
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Case study:
Farmer visiting orchard

A farmer inspecting his orchard to check if the plants 
are growing healthy. In worst case scenario of such visit
some disease which needs to be validated as soon as 
possible is discovered. Proper action needs to be 
picked-up as there is no time to wait. Single delay may 
cause bigger problem.
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Solution offered for farmer gives 
opportunity to validate 
discovered disease in place.

Worried about requirement for 
network connection? 
Not here. 

We offer working application, which
can be carried to the orchard without
that worry.
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eadershipL

ntegrityI

lexibilityF

fficiencyE

Contribute to the development of the world 
by taking a leadership in action.

Collaborate with end users to build trust and 
longterm relationship.

Going digital, which address end user needs.

Lean solution, which grows with users
feedback.
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INNER SAVAGES TEAM

Łukasz
* backend developer
* application frontend 
maker

Monika
* presentation
* pitch video
* datasets research

Andrzej
* backend developer

Jakub
* model training
* datasets research
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